
PROPERTIES OF THE SEQUENCE OF CLOSED POWERS

OF A MAXIMAL IDEAL IN A SUP-NORM ALGEBRA,1)

BY

S. J. SIDNEYS)

1. A sup-norm algebra is a closed point-separating subalgebra A of C(X)

containing the constants, where A' is a compact Hausdorff space. MA will denote

the (compact Hausdorff) space of multiplicative linear functionals y on A in the

Gelfand topology, and to each such <p we associate its kernel A9 ; the A9 are pre-

cisely the maximal ideals of A. Zcan be viewed as a closed subset of MA, and there

is an isomorphism /->•/ of A into C(MA) such that f\ X=f The isomorphism is

given by f(<p)=cp(f). We will frequently write f for f. SA will denote the Silov

boundary of A, that is, the smallest closed subset of X on which each function in

A attains its maximum modulus. Each/G A has the same supremum over SA, X,

and MA; this common supremum is the norm of/ written ||/||.

We intend to study the ideals (A9)~. [Note: If Tis an ideal in A, In is the ideal

generated by products fx- ■ ■ /„ with / g I if «ä 1, and Io = A; also / denotes the

closure of 7] Evidently (A9)~ Z)(^3 + 1)" and if the inclusion is an equality for some

«, then it is an equality for all subsequent «. A problem of the sort that will interest

us—indeed, in great part the stimulus for this research—is to determine whether

one can preassign the cutoff point in this chain of inclusions : given «, is it possible

tohaveL4£)-^L4S + 1)- but (A9 + 1)~ =(A9+2)~ ?

More generally, how much control do we have over the sequence of numbers

{dim ((A9)~I(A9 + 1)~) : n= 1, 2,...}? While we will not give an explicit arithmetic

answer, we will reduce the problem to a purely algebraic one. In particular, it is

possible to obtain any nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, and hence

to preassign the cutoff point.

We now will begin to formulate the problem we will actually solve. First, con-

sider a graded algebra (all algebras in this paper are commutative algebras over the

complex field C) Q = 2™= o © Qn and suppose that Q0 consists of scalar multiples

of an identity for Q, and that Q0 and Qx generate Q. If {Fy : ye F} is a basis for

gi and R = C[{Xy : yeF}] is the polynomial ring in F variables with its usual

graded algebra structure, the linear extension of the map Xn ■ ■ • Xyn ->• Fn • • • Fyn

is a graded algebra homomorphism of R onto Q. Thus Q is isomorphic as a
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graded algebra to R/J where J is some homogeneous ideal in R. (For algebraic

terminology and theorems consult [ZS].)

Next, suppose B is a linear algebra and let {/„ : «=0, 1, 2,...} be a sequence of

ideals in B such that I0 = B, In+1<=In, and IpIq<=:Ip + q. We associate with {/„} a

graded vector space F=2™=o © F„ where ln: /n^- Vn is some fixed linear iso-

morphism of /n onto a space Vn. Let V=Jtñ=o © Un where Vn = ln(In + x)c vn, and

let g be the quotient graded vector space Q= F/tV=2™=0 © on where Qn= Vn/Vn.

Fis a graded algebra if we extend linearly the map given by b * c=lp+q(l~ 1(b) ■ /g_1(c))

for be Vp and c e V„, and ¿Visa homogeneous ideal of V; hence the multiplication

(b + Vp) * (c+ Vq) = b * c+ Vp + q for b e Vp and ce V„ makes Q into a graded

algebra.

Let us now apply this chain of ideas to the situation when B is a sup-norm algebra

A and /„ = (^J) ~ for some 99 e MA. Associate to this situation a graded algebra Q

as in the last paragraph, so Qn = (AD)~ l(¿D + 1)~ ■ Evidently Q0 consists of scalar

multiples of an identity for Q. In general it is false that Q0 and Qx generate Q.

(The closure of the polynomials on a countable product of discs yields a counter-

example.) However, if Qx has finite dimension, say r, we can show that Q0 and Qx

generate Q. This amounts to showing that for « > 1 the products bx * b2 * ■ ■ ■ * bn

with bi<=Qx span Qn. Let Q'n denote the span of these products. Q'n is a finite-

dimensional subspace of Qn, hence is closed in Qn where the latter has its norm

topology as (AD)~ l(AD + x)~. It remains to prove density of Q'n in Qn.

Let Fx,..., Fr be a basis for Qx and let F, have the representative / e A„. Let

fe (AD)-. Select a sequence {gk} in AD such that \\f-gk\\ ->-0. Write gk = J,lk=x gkiX

■■■gkin where gMjeA0. Write gkij = 2l = iakijsfis + hkij where hkije(Aly. Then

Wgfcil ■ • -gkin)+ Un  =  Mill 2   «Mis/.M + Gn  =  HIS   "Wi^l  6 on,

so/n(gfc)+(7nE Q'n. But !(/„(/)+i/n)-(/n(^)+(7n)||^||/-gfc|| ^0,so/n(/)+C/nis

in the closure of Q'n. Thus Q'n is dense in ßn, hence Q'n = Qn. Therefore Q0 and

gi generate (9.

Combining with our first remarks about graded algebras, we see that we have

proved the following:

Theorem 1. Let A be a sup-norm algebra, <peMA. Then the direct sum

2™=o © ((^D)~l(AD + 1)~) has in a natural way the structure of a graded algebra Q.

If dim (A«,/(Al)-)=r<cc then Q is isomorphic as a graded algebra to C[XX,..., Xr]jJ

where J is a homogeneous ideal in C[XX,..., Xr] andJ0=Jx ={0}.

Note that we really only require A to be a Banach algebra with identity. Further,

the same arguments work if A is simply a linear algebra with identity, A„, is the

kernel of a multiplicative linear functional 99, and we take In = (A(P)n (rather than

(AD)~); and in this case no finiteness hypothesis is required.
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A consequence of Theorem 1 is our first quantitative information : if

dim(A9l(A2)') = r < oo

then dim((A9)- l(A9 + 1)-)SCn + r-x,n for all «. In addition, the Hilbert-Serre

theorem [ZS, p. 232] says that there is a polynomial G of degree at most r— 1 such

that dim ((A%)~¡(A9 + 1)~) = G(ri) for « large. (By convention, the zero polynomial

has degree -1.)

Theorem 1 can be radically refined if <p has a unique (nonnegative regular Borel)

representing measure on A'(e.g., if ^4 is Dirichlet or, more generally, logmodular).

It is then known [SI] that either Q is 1-dimensional (i.e., Qn = 0 for «>0) or g is

isomorphic to C^], according as <p is or is not a one-point part for A.

The main objective of this paper is to obtain a converse to Theorem 1 : if 7 is a

homogeneous ideal in C[XX,..., Xr], we find a sup-norm algebra A and <p e MA

whose corresponding graded algebra is isomorphic to C[XX,..., Xr]/J. §§2 and 3

are devoted to this, and it is accomplished in Theorem 3.17. In §4 we show that the

algebras constructed to prove Theorem 3.17 are actually local algebras.

The construction we use, which is developed in §3, is useful for producing

examples of many pathologies concerned with the (A9)~. For example, one can

construct a one-point part <p supporting a nontrivial bounded derivation (Example

5.13 below). §5 is devoted to exploration of the types of algebra to which our

construction leads, and to examples.

Let me record here my debt to Professors E. L. Stout and Lynn H. Loomis for

valuable consultation during this research; and most especially to Professor

Andrew M. Gleason, who gave this work its initial stimulus both by suggesting

the study of derivations and by showing the author the algebra (Example 5.14

below) which motivated our construction, and whose ideas have played an

important role throughout.

2. We will have to know something about tensor products, and this section is

devoted to the relevant material. For our purposes it consists entirely of technical

lemmas. The early material is standard, and proofs are omitted; the reader ought

to be able to fill them in, or he can consult the literature (see for example [Ge]).

The later material on the interplay between tensor products and direct sums is

probably new, but is quite easy.

Let T be an index set, and for each y e F, let Xy be a compact Hausdorff space.

If for each y we are given /, g C(Xy) such that /,= 1 for all but finitely many y,

define a function (g) {/,} on X=H Xy by

(®{/r}XW) = n/-(4
A' is a compact Hausdorff space in the product topology, and 0 {/,} g C(X).

If IF is a subset of a vector space V, sp (W) will denote the linear span of IF;

if Fis also a topological vector space, sp (IF)- is the closure of sp (IF). Suppose

for each y we are given a nonempty subset Wy of C(Xy), and suppose Wy contains
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1 for all but finitely many y. 0{rVy} = sp{(x) {/,} : f e Wy} is the tensor product

of the Wy and 0 {Wy} ~ is its closure, the closed tensor product of the Wy. Clearly

0 {Wy} =<g) {sp (Wy)} and ®{Wy}-=^{W;}-.

Should T be finite we can write X= Xx x ■ ■ ■ x Xn, fx ® • • • (g>/„ and Wx ® ■ ■ ■

<S> Wn with the obvious meanings.

If T is a disjoint union r=U{rff : cte£} where Ya is nonempty, there are

obvious natural identifications

® {Wy : y e T} = 0{g) {Wy : y e Ya} : o eS}

and

®{Wy:yeY}- = ®{® {Wy : y e Yc} : oeX}~

= <8){®W:yerff}- :oelZ}-.

Let T be a disjoint union r=Pur2 with Y' nonempty. Write

X' = U{^-Y^^},

so X= X1 x X2 in a natural fashion. For each x2 e X2 we get an imbedding

ex2-. X1 -> Y by exz(x1) = (x1, x2), and the e^X1) for various x2 provide a disjoint

covering of X. The dual map e*^ : C(X) -> C(XX) is a norm-decreasing algebra

homomorphism.

Lemma 2.1. e*2((g){IFr : y e Y})^®{Wy : y e T1} and e*2(®{Wy :YeY}~)

c0 {IFy : y e r1}". If there exists for each yeY2 an fye Wy such that fi(x2)=£0,

then these inclusions are actually equalities.

In particular, ify0eY then as a function of xyo in Xyo alone, each /e(x) {Wy}

is in sp (Wyo) and eachfe<^{Wy}~ is in sp (Wyo)~.

For each y let Yy be a nonempty closed subset of Xy and let Y=]~] Yy. The

inclusions ly: Fy ̂  Xy induce an inclusion I: Y^ X and the dual map /*: C(X)

-^C(Y) where l*(f)=f\ Y.

Lemma 2.2. /* is a norm-decreasing algebra homomorphism, l*(^{Wy})

= <g){Wy\Yy}, and /*((g){IFy}-)c(g){IFr| Yy}~. If yeY and fesp(Wy) imply

I/U-1/Ú then l*\(^{Wy}-) is norm-preserving and l*(0{Wy}-)=0{Wy\ Yy}~.
(The norms are the obvious suprema.)

If Wy=Ay a sup-norm algebra on Xy, then 0 {Ay} is a point-separating algebra

with 1 on fi Xy and(g)L4y}~ is a sup-norm algebra on T~[ Xy. SAy^Xr<=MAy and

we can think of Ay as a sup-norm algebra on MAy. Let lx : T~[ SAr -+ \~[ Xy and

k- Il Xy -> FI A7iy be the inclusions, with dual maps If : C(U Xy) -+ C(U SAy)
and It : C(\~\ MAy) -* C(U Xy). Lemma 2.2 leads to

Theorem 2.3. I* maps (S>{-dr\Xy}- isometrically and isomorphically onto

<^{Ay\SAv}-. /* maps £x) {Ay}~ isometrically and isomorphically onto0 {Ay\Xy}~.

Mtsuy)- =n MAy and S®My)- =\~\ SAy.
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Our emphasis will now shift to the behavior of subspaces in tensor products.

The set F will, until notice to the contrary is given, have cardinality 2.

Let Vx,..., Vn be subspaces of a vector space V. In addition to their vector

space sum sp (Vx u ■ • • u Vn)= Vx+ ■ ■ ■ + Fn<= V, we can define their direct sum

Vx © ■ • ■ © Vn. This, of course, is not a subspace of V; it is the space of «-tuples

(vx,..., vn) where v¡ e V¡ with coordinate-wise addition and scalar multiplication.

There is an obvious natural map of Vx@- ■ ■© Vn into  V, and its image is

Vx-\-\-Vn. If this map is injective, we write Vx ©• • •© Vn= Vx-\-+ Vn. If

F0 is another subspace of V, the expression Vx ©• • • 0 Vn=V0 means F0 = Vx + ■ ■ ■

+ FnandF1@- • -®Vn^Vx+ ■ ■ ■ + Vn.

If in addition V is normed then Vx © • • • © Fn will always be understood with

the norm || (üj,, ..., un)|| = || i7j_ ¡| -I-1- ||i>„||. Then the natural map into V is auto-

matically continuous. If it is actually a homeomorphism (so in particular

Vi ®- • •© Vns Vx+.. ■ + Vn) we write Vx ©• • •© Vn= Vx+ ■ ■ ■ + Vn topologi-

cally. The expression Vx ©• • •© Vn=V0 topologically has the obvious meaning.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose 0 ^ W^ C(XX) and Vx and V2 are closed subspaces ofC(X2)

such that Vx n V2={0}. Then (W® Vx)~ n(W® V2)~ ={0}.

Proof. Use Lemma 2.1.    D

Lemma 2.5. Suppose 0 =¿ W<=-C(X2) and Vx,..., Vn, V are closed subspaces of

C(X2) such that Vx ©• ■ •© Vn= V. Then

(i) Vh-\-h Viq is closed in C(X2), 1 S k <•■■ <i„ S n.

(ii) Vtl ®• • • © F",,sVH + ■ ■ ■ + Viq topologically, lSh< ■ ■ ■ <iqSn.

(iii) (IF (g> Vx)~ ©• • ■© (IF <g> Vn)~ =(W ® V)- topologically.

Proof, (i) and (ii) are an easy exercise using the open mapping theorem. They

permit us (by induction) to reduce (iii) to the case « = 2, the case « = 1 being

trivial.

Because VxnV2={0}, Lemma 2.4 implies (IF ® Vx)~ n (W <g) V2)~ ={0}.

Since (IF <g> Vx)~, (W ® V2)~ and (IF ® V)~ are closed subspaces of C(XX x X2),

in view of (ii) it remains only to show that (IF ® Vx)~ +(W <g> V2)~ =(W ® V)~.

Clearly (IF® Vx)~+(W ® V2)~ <=(W ® V)~.

To prove the reverse inclusion, let/g (IF ® V)~. We can select a sequence {fk}

in IF® F such that ||/-/fc|| ->0. Write fk=gk + hk where gk e W ® Vx and

K g IF ® F2.
Let Tí" be a positive constant such that FxeVx and F2eV2 imply |Fi||

^Tí"||Fi+T'a|| and ||F2|| ̂ T^UFi + FaH ; such a constant exists by (ii). We claim that

\\8j-gic\\> Whi-hk\\èK\\fj-fk\\ for all/ k. For let xxeXx be given. Define FXjk

and F2jk in QT2) by Fxjk(x2)=g¡(xx,x2)-gk(xx,x2) and F2jk(x2) = hj(xx, x2)

-hk(xx, x2). Then Fxjk e Vx and F2jk e V2 by Lemma 2.1, and FXjk(x2) + F2ik(x2)

=fi(xx,x2)-fk(xx,x2). Thus \\FXjk\\, \\F2jk\\SK\\FXjk + F2¡k\\SK\\fx-f2\\, or

\(gi-gk)(xx,x2)\, \(hj-hk)(xx, x2)\SK\\fx-f2\\ for all x2eX2. Letting xx vary

through Xx yields \\gj-gk\\, \\hj-hk\\SK\\fi-fk\\.
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Since the sequence {/J is Cauchy, so are the sequences {gk} and {hk}, hence we

can find ge(W® Vx)~ and he(W ® V2)~ such that ||g-gfc|| ->0 and ||A-AJ

->0. Clearly /= g+h.    D

We now introduce polydisc algebras. The open unit disc in the complex plane

will forevermore be denoted by D, its closure by D, its bounding circle by 7. Let

S be a nonempty index set and let Z=\~\ Da be a product of S copies of D. Let Da

have coordinate za, so the typical element of Z is z = {z„}. Let Da and T„ be the

copies of D and 7 respectively in D„. Then G = ]~[ T„^Z. Let A be normalized

Haar measure on G, i.e., the product of the normalized Lebesgue measures on the

various T0. Two distinct monomials of the form z™1 • • • z™" are then orthogonal in

L2(X).

The algebra B will be P(Z) the closure on Z of the polynomials in the za.

Evidently B=®{P(D„)}~ and because MPlöa) = D„ and SPlDc-> = Ta, it follows

from Theorem 2.3 that MB=Z and SB = G. We next show that analyticity charac-

terizes the functions in B.

Lemma 2.6. B consists of those fe C(Z) which are holomorphic on D0 as a function

of zff for each o el..

Proof. Clearly each fe B is analytic on Da as a function of z„. The reverse

implication is well known if S is finite and follows readily from, say, Osgood's

lemma [GR, p. 2]. We therefore assume the lemma for finite S.

Suppose fe C(Z) is analytic in each variable separately. Let e>0 be given; we

approximate/within e by a polynomial.

Using continuity of/ we can find a finite set S0 cS such that z° e JT {E>„ : o e S0)

and z1, z2 e n {A> : a e£-£0} imply |/(z°, zx)-f(z°, z2)\ <«/2. Select

zxeY\{Da:oe^-Y>,}

and define g e C(FI {Da '■ CT e^o}) by g(z°)=f(z°, z1). Using the finite -S version

of the lemma, choose hx a polynomial in {za : o-eS0} such that \hx— g\\ <e/2 in

C(U{Da : cteS0}). Define A on T\{Da) by h(z°, z2)=hx(z°). Then « is a poly-

nomial and ||A—/1| <*.   D

Let c7 be a nonnegative integer. //, will denote the homogeneous polynomials of

degree q in the za, Bq its closure. If F is a set of nonnegative integers (the symbol F

is henceforth reserved for this meaning), set BF = sp ((J {Bq : qeF})~ =

sp (U {Hq:qeF})~. In particular, Blq) = Bq.

Lemma 2.7. Let q be a nonnegative integer. Let {gn} and {hn} be sequences in 77,

and sp(U {Hk : k>q}) respectively such that \\gn+hn\\ ->0. 7Ae« ||gn|| ->0 and

¡hnW^O.

Proof. Otherwise, by passing to a subsequence and normalizing if necessary,

we may assume ||gn|| ->■ 1 and ||A„|| -> 1. Select a sequence {pn} of positive numbers

such that Pn -> 0 and |gn+An|| -p-a->0; for instance, p„ = (||gn + An|| +«"1)1'29.
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Define g'n e Hq and h'n e sp (U {Hk : k>q}) by g'n(z)=gn(pnz) and h'n(z)=hn(Pnz).

Since hn is a polynomial of total order at 0 at least q + 1, Schwarz's lemma [GR, p. 8]

yields \\h'n\\ S Pn+1\\hn\\, so \\h'n\\ •/>„"«-»-0. Since also \\g'n + h'n\\-P^S\\gn + hn\\-Pñq

-►0 we obtain \\g'n\\-P;«->0. But g;-p,T3=gn, so ||g;|| -P^= \\gn\\ -> 1, a

contradiction.    □

Lemma 2.8. 7eí q be a nonnegative integer and suppose k e F implies k>q. Then

Bq © BF = BFu{q) topologically.

Proof. Clearly Bq + BF<^BPu{q) and the remarks after Lemma 2.5 imply that Bq

is orthogonal to BF in L2(X), hence TJ„ n BF={0}. Lemma 2.5 then reduces us to

showing BFuiq)<=Bq + BF.

LetfeBFuiq) be given. Select sequences {gn}<=Hq and {«„}<= Sp (1J {Hk : k e F})

such that ||/— (gn + hn)\\ ->0. The sequence {gn + hn} is Cauchy, hence by Lemma

2.7 so are the sequences {gn} and {«„}. Thus we can find g e Bq and he BF such that

||*-gn|| ->0 and \\h-K\\ ->0. Clearly/ = g + h.    D

Corollary 2.9. Let F0,Fx,...,Fn be disjoint and Fx,...,Fn finite. Then

BFo@BFl®---@BFn = BFouPlU... uFn topologically.

Let Fbe a closed subspace of B, and for each nonnegative integerçlet V„= VnB„.

If Fis any set of nonnegative integers, let FF = sp ((J {Vq : qe F})~ ; in particular,

V{q)= V„. Finally, call Vhomogeneous if F=sp (\J {V„ : q^0})~.

Similarly, if A' is a compact Hausdorff space and U is a closed subspace of

(C(A)®5)-, let Uq=Un(C(X)®Bq)- and UF = sp({J {Uq : q e F})~, so

U(q)=Uq. Call Uhomogeneous if U=sp (\J {Uq : q^0})~.

Two remarks are in order here. First, the question of whether U is homogeneous

depends on its representation, i.e., on the choice of X and Z. For example, let D¡

have coordinate z¡ for j= 1, 2. Let Wx <=P(DX) be the linear span of the polynomial

l+zx and let W2<=P(D2) be the linear span of the polynomial 1, say. Let U=

(Wx ® IF2)". If we let DX = X, D2=Z then U is a homogeneous subspace of

(C(A) ® B)~. However, if we let A1 be a one-point space and Z=DX x D2, then

we may view U as a subspace of (C(A) ® B)~, and U is not homogeneous. In

using the term, then, we shall always have a fixed representation in mind, and this

representation will be clear from the context, so no ambiguity will arise. The

second remark is that by letting A" be a one-point space, we can make facts about

(C(A") ® B)~ imply corresponding facts about B.

Lemma 2.10. For each nonnegative integer q let Nq be a subspace of(C(X) ® B„) ~.

Let U=sp (\J {Nq :.q^0})~. Then U is homogeneous and Uq = N~ for allq.

Proof. Clearly U is homogeneous and Nq<^Uq. It remains to show that A, is

dense in Uq. Let/G Uq be given. Choose sequences {gn}cNq and

{hn} ̂ sp({J{Nk:0Sk¿ q})

such that ||/— (gn + "n)|| -»-0. From Corollary 2.9 and Lemma 2.5(iii) it follows

that||/-*B||-».0.   D
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Corollary 2.11. Let V and V be homogeneous subspaces of (C(X) <g> B)~.

Then (V+V)~ is a homogeneous subspace of (C(X) ® B)~, and ((V+V)')q

= (Uq+Vqy for all q.

Corollary 2.12. Let 0 ^ fF<= C(X) and let V be a homogeneous subspace of B.

Then (W ® V)~ is a homogeneous subspace of (C(X) ® B)~, and ((W ® V)~)q

= (W ® Vqy for allq.

Lemma 2.13. Let F0, Fx,..., Fn be disjoint and Fx,..., Fn finite. Suppose V is a

homogeneous subspace of(C(X) (g) B)~. Then

uFo ®vFl ©■•■© t/F„ = t/FouFlu...uFn

topologically.

Proof. Corollary 2.9 and Lemma 2.5 imply that (C(X) <g) BFo) ' © ■ ■ ■ ©

(C(X) ® BFn) - = (C(X) ® BFo y... uFJ - topologically. VFj is a closed subspace of

(C(X) ® BFf) -, so VFo © • • • © VFn is a closed, hence complete, subspace of

(C(X) ® BF0) - © ■ • • © (C(X) ® BFn) -. Consequently VFo © • • • © VFn = V,0 +

■ ■ ■ + VFn topologically, and in particular the latter is a complete, hence closed,

subspace of VFoU...uFn. We want VFo+ ■ ■ ■ + VFn = tVfoU...uF„, hence we must

show that VFo + ■ ■ ■ + VFn is dense in t/FoU...uFii. But this holds because

SP (U {Uq '■ a e F0 u • ■ • u Fn}) is contained in VFo + ■ ■ ■ + VFn and is dense in

Vf0 u ■ ■ ■ uf„ •      D

3. This section is devoted to producing algebras and maximal ideals whose

associated graded algebras realize preassigned structures. We obtain Theorem 3.17,

the in; :n theorem of this paper; in fact, we obtain a slight generalization of it

(Theorem 3.16).

To begin with, let Á and B denote sup-norm algebras on X=MA, and Y=MB

respectively. Let A be a sup-norm algebra on X contained in Ä and let / be a

closed ideal of B. 21 will denote the sup-norm algebra on Xx Y generated by

A' <g> /and A ® B.

Lemma 3.1. % = ((A' ®I) + (A ® B))~ <^(A' ®B)~.

Corollary 3.2. Suppose y e hull (/)c Y. Then for each /e9Í the function

fy e C(X) given byfy(x)=f(x, y) is in A.

Let t : A ->■ 2t and r¡ : B -> 21 be the isometric isomorphisms r(a) = a <g> 1 and

r¡(b) = l ® b. The dual maps are t*: M&-> Ma and 17*: M«-s- MB= Y. Define

■n : Ma -> MA x Y by 77(99) = (t*(ç>), r?*^)).

Theorem 3.3. tt maps M% homeomorphically onto (MA x hull (/)) u (Xx Y).

Proof. Clearly ir is continuous and 7r(Ma)=> lx F.

Let (a, y) e MA x hull (7) be given. The map f^fy is a homomorphism of 21

onto A (see Corollary 3.2). Define 99 e M« by <p(f)=a(fy). Then 77(99) = (a, y).

Therefore *(M*)=>(MÁ x hull (/)) u (Xx Y).
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Now suppose <p e M» and rr(<p) = (a,y)e MAx Y. We must show that (a, y)

g (MA x hull (I)) u (X x Y) and that ¡p is uniquely determined by (a, y).

Case l. y e hull (I). It suffices to show that<p\(A' ® T)=0 and<p(a ®b)=a(a)b(y)

for a e A, b e B.

If a e A' and i e I then (<p(a ® i))2=<p(a2 ® i2)=<p(a2 ® i)-<p(l ® i)=<p(a2 ® i)

■i(y)=0, so <p(a ® ¡)=0. Thus <p\(A' ® T)=0.

If a g /4 and be B then

<p(fl ® ¿>) = 9?(a ® l)<p(l ® b) = a(a)b(y).

Case 2. y $ hull (I). We will show that a is evaluation at some x e X, and that

cp(a' ® i) = a'(x)i(y) and <p(a ® ¿) = a(*)è(j>) whenever oei, á e A', be B, i e I.

Select i0el such that /oO0=L Define Le A'* by L(a')=<p(a' ® i0). Then

7(1)= 1, so 7^0. Further, 7(aiiz2)=99(ai-fl2 ® /0)=<p(ai-Ö2 <8> i'o)■ 9=( 1 ® io)

=cp(a'x ® /^•Ç'Cûa <8> i'o)=7(al)-7(a2), so 7 is multiplicative. Thus 7 is evaluation

at some x e X.lfae A then a(a)=ç>(a ® l)<p(l ® i0)=<p(a ® i0)=L(a) = a(x), so a

is evaluation at x.

lfaeA,beB then <p(a <8> ¿>) =<p(« ® 1) <p(l ® ¿>) = a(a)¿(.v) = a(x)b(y). If a' g A',

ie I then cp(a' ® i)=<p{a' ® i) 99(1 ® i0)=<p(a' ® i0) «pO ® i)=L(a')i(y)=a'(x)i(y).    D

Lemma 3.4. Suppose y e SB — hull (T) a«7 F is an open set in Y containing y. Then

we can find i e I such that \\i\\ = 1 and \\i\ Y— V\\ < 1.

Proposition 3.5. (SA. x (SB - hull (I))) ~ u (SAx SB) <= S% c 5,4- x SB.

Corollary 3.6. T/intSs (hull (T))= 0, then S% = SA' x SB.

Now let Z and B be as in the discussion preceding Lemma 2.6, i.e.,

Z=n {D„ : a gS} is a product of closed discs and B=P(Z); Z and B will serve

as the Fand B of our construction. Twill denote a proper homogeneous ideal in B,

that is, a proper homogeneous subspace which is an ideal in B; this is not to be

confused with the term "homogeneous ideal" used earlier in connection with

polynomial rings. A and A' will be sup-norm algebras on X=MA> with A^A'

and we will construct 3Í. Observe that 0 g hull (I), so by Theorem 3.3 MA x {0} c M%.

We begin by describing the permissible 7

Lemma 3.7. Let there be given a family {Jq : q^O} of subspaces of B such that

J0={0}, 7,cBq, andzaJq<=Jq+x for each a g S andq^0. Then 1= sp (IJ {Jq : q^0})"

is a proper homogeneous ideal in B and Iq =Jq for all q = 0.

Our next objective is an explicit description of (SÍJ) " for certain <p e M%.

Lemma 3.8. 9Í is a homogeneous subspace of (C(X) ® B)~, and % = ((A' ® Iq)

+ (A ® Bq))~ for allq^0.

Proof. Use Corollary 2.12 to obtain such a result for (A' ® T)" and (A ® B)~,

and then use Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.11 to obtain the desired statement.    □

Let <po e MA — X be given and set <p=(<p0, 0) e M%.
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Theorem 3.9. (2ÍJ)" ¿s the closed linear span of A' <g> /, the spaces A ® Bqfor

q^n, and the spaces Al~" ® Bqfor 0^q<n.

Proof. Lemma 3.8 proves the theorem for « = 0. We next prove the theorem for

n = l. 21, obviously contains A' ® /, AVo ® B0 and A ® Bq for q^ 1. Conversely,

let fe 21s,. Select a sequence {fk} in 21«, such that |/-/fc|| ->-0 and/fc=jfc + ifc + «k

where sk e ^' ® /, rfc e sp (U {A ® Bq : q>0}) and «fc e A ® B0; this is possible

by Lemma 3.8. Then <p(fk)=<p(sk)=<p(tk)=0, so <p(uk)=0, hence ukeA<So ® B0.

This proves the theorem for «= 1.

Suppose N> 1 ; we prove the theorem for n = N.

Let a' e A' be given. Since hull 04w0) = {990} and <p0 $ X, A%0 generates the unit

ideal in A', so we can find ax,..., am in A%0 and a'x,.. .,a'm in A' such that

a'=axa'x+ ■ ■ ■ +ama'm. If ie I then

a' <g> / = (û! ® l)(ai ® /)+••• +(c7m ® 1)(<4 ® 0 e 21*.

Thus ,4' ®/c=21w.

Next, observe that for c7>0, Bqc(Bl)' ; hence for c^O, 1 ® 5,c(9t«)-. Also,

^S0 ® 1<=«5. Therefore ¿g0 ® 5Q<=sp ((^J0 ® 1)(1 ® £,))<= («5+«)-. This leads

to A ® 5,c(9iw)- if ç^tv and ¿i""9 ® 5Ç <= (2l£) - if 9 < TV. Thus (21")" contains

the desired linear span.

For the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that if fx,.. .,fN are in 21«, then

fx- ■ -fN is in the desired closed linear span. The case «= 1 of the theorem implies

that we may assume that each/ is in (A' ®/)+(^44,0 ®/i0)+sp (U {A ® Bq : c7>0}),

and applying Corollary 2.12 to A' ® /we see that we may suppose that

f, e sp (U {A' ® Iq : q > 0}) + (AIPo ® B0) + sp (U {A ® Bq : q > 0}).

But under these conditions fx ■ ■ -fN is a finite sum of terms of the form

u = («i <8> ßi)- ■ -(aWl ® ßNl)(a'i ® ix)- ■ -(a'N2 ® i^Xfl! ® èj)' ■ -(%3 ® AW3)

with ar e A„,Q, ßr e BQ, a's e A', is e IPs for some ps ä 1, ate A and é¡ e /?„, for some

qtZl with NX+N2 + N3 = N. If A^O, ueA' ®I. If A^2 = 0 and A^O, set

q = N-Nx<N; then iie<-'®5,. If ^ = ^ = 0 then Ar3 = A/ and«ei®fi,

for aç^JV. Thus each such u is in the desired closed linear span, hence so is

Corollary 3.10. (212)~ ** a homogeneous subspace of (C(X) ® B)~ and

(W)-)9=((X ® 4)+G4 ® A,))" if «in, while ((K)-)M(A' <8> /,)+W ® *,))-
if 0f¿q<n.

Proof. Use Theorem 3.9, Lemma 2.10, and Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12.    □

We now associate to 21 and 99 the complex of objects in §1, i.e., the graded

algebra V, the maps ln, the ideal V and the quotient graded algebra Q.

Let@=sp(\J{Bn : «S0})<=£andA = sp(U{4 : n^0})^38. 3S has an obvious

graded algebra structure, in which A is a homogeneous ideal. Define a linear map
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7: J1 -> F by extending linearly the map 7(A) = 40 ® b) for ¿> e J3n. 7 is a graded

algebra homomorphism of 38 into F. By composition with the quotient map we

obtain a graded algebra homomorphism L* : 38 -> Q.

Lemma 3.11. 7(T„) c Un for all n. Equivalently, 7* | A = 0.

Proof. 1 ® In<=A' ®Tc(9IS + 1)"   by   Theorem   3.9,   hence   7(Tn) = /n(l ® Tn)

C/n((?ir1)-)=C/n-      D

Thus 7* determines a graded algebra homomorphism L: 3S\h-* Q where

38\^ = 1ñ=o ®(38\A)n with (3S\A\=Bn\In. Our next objective will be to obtain

conditions under which 7 is an isomorphism into Q, that is, under which

ker(7*) = A. The key lies in the following definition: the homogeneous subspace

W of B will be called complemented if for each q ̂  0 there exists Jq a closed subspace

of Bq such that Wq ©Jq = Bq topologically. Note that if 2 is finite, that is, if B

consists of analytic functions in finitely many variables, then any homogeneous

subspace of B is automatically complemented. {7J is called a complement for IF.

Lemma 3.12. If I is complemented and {Jq} is a complement for I, then (A' ® Iq)~

®(A ®/,)-s((«»)-), topologically if qZn, and (A' ® /,)- © (An9;« ® Jq)~

= (W)~)« topologically ifOSq<n.

Proof. Lemma 2.5 (iii) leads to (A' ® /,)" © (A9o ® Jq)~ =(A' ® Iq)~ +

(A9o ® 7,)" topologically, so the latter is a closed subspace of (C(A") ® B)~. In

view of Corollary 3.10 and the fact (which also follows from Lemma 2.5 (iii)) that

(A90 <S)Bq)-= (A9o ® Iq)- + (A90 ® 7,)- we obtain the lemma.    D

Proposition 3.13. If I is complemented then A = ker (7*).

Proof. We know (Lemma 3.11) that A<=ker(7*). Since ker (7*) is a homo-

geneous ideal in 38, we have only to show that ker (7*) n T?„<=Tn.

Suppose b e ker (7*) n Bn. Write b=bx + b2 where bx e In and b2ejn; here {Jq}

is a complement for 7 We must show that b2 = 0.

7*(è) = 0 implies 1 ® b e ((2tS + 1)-)„, and Lemma 3.12 yields a ge(A' ® In)~

and « g (A9o ® /„)' such that 1 ® b=g+h. Then ((1 ® bx)-g) e (C(X) ® In)~

and (h-(l ®b2))e(C(X) ®Jn)~ and (1 ®¿>!)-g=«-(l ® b2), so Lemma 2.4

implies «= 1 ® b2. Since « and 1 ® b2 are in A ® B, we may evaluate them at

(<Po> y) for each yeZ, and we obtain b2(y) = (l ® b2)~(<p0, y)=h(<pQ, y)=0, the last

equality because h e (A9o ® Jn)~. Thus Z>2=0.    D

Thus if / is complemented then 7 is an isomorphism into Q. It remains to

determine the size of the image of 7; this will lead to a reasonable condition on A

which guarantees that 7 be onto Q.

Lemma 3.14. If I is complemented and {7J is a complement for I, there exist

natural isomorphisms vn o/2?=o ®({^lô" ® •4)~/04So+1~<! ®jq)~) °nto Qn such

that L((3gjA)n) = vn((A ® Jn)- !(A9o ® Jn)").
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Proof. Let F(n) consist of all positive integers strictly greater than «. From

Corollary 3.10 and Lemma 2.13 we see that ((2ÍJ)-)0 ©• • -®((K)~)n ® «*•)')««>

= (2Ï5) ~ topologically while

((2is+1r)o ©• • -©(w+1)-)n ©(w+ln«n> = («r1)-

topologically, where the second direct sum is imbedded in the first in an obvious

fashion. Lemma 3.12 yields ((2ÍS)-)F(n) = ((2IS + 1)-)F(n) and, for Ogqgn, (A' ® Q~

© (AD;- ® Jq)- s((B»)-), topologically while (A' ® /,)" © (Ai*1-" ® /,)"

= ((2l¡J + rF)<¡ topologically. The map vn is then defined by letting

VnUHAlV* ®J«Y) = /»CO+vn

for/s (AD;q ® Jq)~ and O^q^n. Clearly vn is an isomorphism of the given direct

sum onto Qn. It remains to prove that L*(Bn) = vn((A ® Jn)~/(AVo ® Jn)~)-

If b e In then 7*(A)=0 by Lemma 3.11. If b eJn then 7(A) e ln((A ® /„)*) so

7*(A) = vn(/-1(7(A))4-(^0 ®7n)"). Thus 7*(/y <=„„((,< ®/B)-/(¿,0 ®7n)-).

For the reverse inclusion, letfe (A ® Jn)~ be given. Then/£ (A ® /?)~, so we

can define b e Jn by A(>>) =f(<p0, y) for ^eZ. Then 1 ® b e (A ® 7n) ~ and /(9)0, >>)

= (1 ® A)"(990, y) for all jeZ.

Since A„0 ®C=A topologically, Lemma 2.5 yields (AVa ®7n)~ ©(C®7„)~

= (^®7„)" topologically, so we can write/-(1 <gi b)=g+h where g e(A0o ®7„)~

and Ae(C®7„)" = 1 ®7n. Then g(<po,y)=0 and therefore h(<p0,y)=0 for all

y eZ. But h(<p0, y) = u(y) where A=l ® m, so A = 0 and/— (1 (3 b)=g e(AVo ® 7n) ~.

Thus 7*(A) = /n(l ® A)+í7n = /n(/-g)+í/n = /n(/)+í7n = vn(/+(^0,0 ®/„)-). This

completes the proof.    □

Corollary 3.15. If I is complemented, then in order that L be onto Q it is

necessary and sufficient that AlPo = (A20)~.

Proof. From Lemma 3.14 we see that A0o = (AD0)~ implies that 7 is onto, and

conversely that if 7 is onto then (A„,0 ® 70)" =(A%0 ® 70)_. Because / is a proper

ideal in B we have J0=B0=C, so (AO0 ® J0y=(Al0 ® 70)" implies A9ll=(A%oy.    ü

We shall now select X, A, A' and 990 to make Ai,0 = (A%oy. X will denote a

torus 72 and A' = C(X). Let p denote normalized Lebesgue measure on 72 and let

a be a positive irrational number. Let

A = \fe C(X) :      f(xx, x2)xxix2z dp(xx, x2) = 0 whenever ¿^¿£a > 0>-

In [Wl] A is discussed; it is revealed that A is a Dirichlet algebra on X and that

990£^4* defined by cp0(f)=jT2fdp is a member of MA-X which is a one-point

part for A. Standard Fourier series arguments show that A is the closed linear

span of the functions xxix22 for kx + ¿2a ^ 0, from which it is easy to show directly

that A0Q = (A%0)~ ; this in fact implies that 990 is a one-point part (see [SI]). Alter-

natively, starting with the assertion that 990 is a one-point part, we can conclude

from [Sl]thati4.0 = (i4|0)-.
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Theorem 3.16. If I is a complemented homogeneous ideal in B then there exists a

sup-norm algebra 51 and a <p e M% such that if Q, 38 and A have the meanings stated

before Lemma 3.11 then 3SJA and Q are isomorphic as graded algebras.

Proof. If T= B the theorem is trivial (and can be realized with a one-dimensional

algebra). If T is a proper ideal, let X, A, A' and <p0 be as above and construct 21 on

A"xZ in the usual manner. Construct 7, 7* and 7 as usual. By Proposition 3.13

7 is an isomorphism of 38¡A into Q, and by Corollary 3.157 maps 38\A onto Q.   □

Theorem 3.17. Let R = C[XX,..., Xr] be the graded polynomial algebra in r<cc

variables. Let J be a homogeneous ideal (algebraic sense) in R. Then there exists a

sup-norm algebra 31 and a <pe M% such that if Q has the meaning stated before

Lemma 3.11 then RjJ and Q are isomorphic as graded algebras.

Proof. Let S={1,..., r} and let y. R-+ B be the obvious imbedding. Let T=

y(J)~, so by Lemma 3.9 Tis a homogeneous ideal in B and In = y(Jn). I is comple-

mented, so Theorem 3.16 enables us to construct 91 and <p such that 38\A and Q

are isomorphic as graded algebras. Finally, note that 3§¡A and RjJ are naturally

isomorphic as graded algebras.    □

4. It is a bonus of our construction that the algebra constructed in the proof

of Theorem 3.17 is actually a local algebra. This section will be devoted for the

most part to proving this fact.

We begin with some terminology; for extensive discussion of these notions see

[R]. Let A be a sup-norm algebra on A" and let fe C(X). f is locally in A on X

[resp., A-holomorphic on X] if there is an open covering {Ua} of X (which may of

course be taken finite) such that f\Ua e A\Ua[resp.,f\Ua e (A\Ua)']. A is called

local [resp., holomorphically closed] on X if whenever/is locally in A [resp., A-

holomorphic] on X, we have/g A.

A local maximum modulus theorem holds for ,4-holomorphic functions [R,

Theorem 2.2] and leads to the fact that if A is local [resp., holomorphically closed]

on X, then A is local [resp., holomorphically closed] on MA. It will also be useful

to know that if Ais connected and A is analytic on X(i.e.,feA and int*/-1^)^ 0

imply/=0) then A is local on X; a trivial argument proves this.

AssumeS is finite, say 2 = {1,..., r}. Let Tbe a proper homogeneous ideal in B.

I is automatically complemented ; further, letting Jq be the orthogonal complement

of Iq in Bq (where Iq, Jq and Bq are thought of as subspaces of L2(X), X being normal-

ized Lebesgue measure on G = TX x ■ ■ ■ x Tr<^Z), we see that {Jq} is a complement

for I and sp ((J {7, : -q ̂  0}) " is orthogonal to I in 72(A).

Iffe C(XxZ) we can define a number of associated functions.

First, for each geB define fgeC(X) by fg(x)=\a g(z)'f(x, z) dX(z). Observe

that|/9l^[|f||.||/|.
Second, for each nonnegative integer q and each xe X, fq will denote the

orthogonal projection into Bq of the function z -^-f(x, z). If eql,..., e„tN<q) is the
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usual orthonormal basis of Bq consisting of the monic monomials of degree q—so

N(q) = Cq+r_1¡q¿(q + r- IF"1—then /*=/., 1(x)eq,x+■ ■ ■ +fiq Níq¡(x)eq¡mq) and

therefore ¡fq*U¡fe,J IKJ + " " "+ II/«,.„(JI \KN(JúN(q)\\f\^(q + r-iy-x\\f\\
for all xe X.

Finally, if 0 ¿ t < 1 define/' e C(Xx Z) by f\x, z) =f(x, tz).

Lemma 4.1. If fis analytic on D„ as a function of zafor each aeH, then

lim (sup{f\x,z)- 2fqx(z)t« (x,z)eXxZ
)-

0.

Proof. 2â°=o./? is the power series expansion of z->/(x, z), so xe Y and

ze Dxx ■ ■ ■ x Dr imply/(x, z) = limJf^00 2?=o/<f(z)- Since fq(tz) =fq(z)tq we obtain

/<(x,z)- 2/*(z)f<
« = 0

2 ftw
q = K+l

=    2    WfïWfï    2    (q + r-iy-x\\f\\t".
q=K + l q=K+l

The latter expression is independent of (x, z) and goes to zero as K goes to

infinity.    □

Lemma 4.2. Let gq<1,..., gq¡mq) be any orthonormal basis for Bq.  Suppose

fe C(XxZ) and fis analytic on Da as a function of za for each aell. Then

ft sp (U {fiq, ® gqj : 0 ûq < oo, 1 á j £ N(q)})-.

Proof. Let e>0 be given. Select t, Oár< 1, such that ||/-/'|| <e/2. By Lemma

4.1, select K so large that

: (x, z)e XxZ) < e/2.

N(q)

i f(x,z)- 2fXW
q = 0

Finally, observe that

N(q,

fqX(z)  =   2 /„ M)gqj(z)  =   Z   (/".,, ® *€.iX*. *)■      Ü
1=1 ;=l

Now let Y, A, A' and 21 be as in the discussion preceding Lemma 3.7, and

S={1,..., r} as above.

Lemma 4.3. 21 consists precisely of those fe C(XxZ) which satisfy

(i) fis analytic on Da as a function of zafor each o eS.

(ii) /, s A' for each ge B.

(iii) f e A for each geJ=sp({J{Jn:n^O})~.

Proof. Suppose /e21. (i) and (ii) obviously hold, the latter by Lemma 2.1 and

the most elementary facts about integration. In proving (iii), the inclusion

{/, : geJ}<^sp (U {/, : geJn for some «})" shows that we need only consider

geJn. Using Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12, we can select sequences {uk}^A ® 7„ and

{vk}<=(A' ® /n) + sp (U {A' ® Bq : Oèq¥=n}) such that \\f-fk\\ ->0 where fH =
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uk + vk. Fix x g X. Then z^-vk(x, z) is in In + sp (\J {Bq : OSq^n}), hence is

orthogonal to g. Therefore

(fk)g(x) = jag(z)-fk(x,z)dX(z)

=      g(z)-uk(x,z)dX(z)+\  g(z)~vk(x,z)dX(z) = (uk)ç(x).
Ja Je

Thus (fk)g = (uk)g. Again, Lemma 2.1 and integration theory yield (uk)g e A, hence

(A), g A. Since \\fg-(fk)g\\ S \\g\\ ■ \\f-fk\\ -* 0, we get/ g A. Thus (iii) holds.
Conversely, suppose /g C(AxZ) satisfies (i)-(iii). Let gqA,..., gq,N(,q) be an

orthonormal basis for Bq such that each gqJ is in either Iq or Jq. By (ii) and (iii) we

obtain fSq { ® gqJ e 91 for O^-coo, 1 SjSN(q). By (i) and Lemma 4.2,/ is in the

closed linear span of the/51 ® gqJ. Thus/c 9Í.    □

Lemma 4.4. If OS t< 1 and if fe C(XxZ) is analytic on Da as a function of z„

for each a e S and if g e Bq thenfg(x)t2q = \a g(tz)'f(x, tz) dX(z)for all xe X.

Proof. Use the observations that fqx(tz) = t"fqx(z), f>fx=(ft)x, g(tz) = tqg(z) and

[G g(z) -f(x, z) dX(z) = f0 g(z) -fx(z) dX(z).

Proposition 4.5. If A and A' are local [resp., holomorphically closed] on X then

91 is local [resp., holomorphically closed] on XxZ and M%.

Proof. In view of our remarks at the beginning of this section, it is enough to

prove the result for XxZ. Suppose fe C( Xx Z) is locally in 91 [resp., 91-holo-

morphic] on XxZ. We check that/satisfies the three conditions of Lemma 4.3.

(i) is obvious.

(ii) and (iii) reduce to showing that/, is locally in A' [resp., ,4'-holomorphic] on

A for all geBq, and that/ is locally in A [resp., ,4-holomorphic] on A for all

Let x0 e X be given. Let U be an open neighborhood of x0 in X and t a positive

constant such that/|Fe9I| F [resp.,/| Fg(91|F)-] if V=UxtDxx ■•■ xtDr. Let

/' e 91 [resp., {A}<=9t] be such that/| V=f'\V [resp., ||(/-/fc)| F|| -> 0]. Lemma 4.4

then yields, for geBq, f„\U=fB\U [resp., \\(fg-(fk)9)\U\\S\\g\\-\\(f-fk)\V\\lt2,>
->■ 0], from which the desired conclusions can be read.    □

Now let X, A, and A' be as in the discussion preceding Theorem 3.16. Trivially,

A' is holomorphically closed on X. In view of Proposition 4.5, to see that the

algebra 91 constructed in Theorem 3.17 is local on AxZand on M<n if7is a proper

ideal (if J=B then 91 is trivially local, being one-dimensional) it suffices to show that

A is local on X. Since A is connected, we need only show that A is analytic on A.

A variety of routes lead to this conclusion ; we choose to quote Wermer's expository

text [Wl] to point out that A is antisymmetric and is a maximal subalgebra of

C(A) [p. 69], hence is analytic on X [p. 62]. Thus we obtain

Theorem 4.6. The algebra 91 constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.17 is local on

XxZ and on M®.

Theorem 4.6 has a partial converse, whose proof we leave to the reader.
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Proposition 4.7. With notations as in the beginning o/§3, assume that 2t is local

[resp., holomorphically closed] on Xx Y. Then

(i) A is local [resp., holomorphically closed] on X.

(ii) B is local [resp., holomorphically closed] on Y.

(iii) Either /={0} or A' is local [resp., holomorphically closed] on X.

5. This section will be devoted to miscellany of two types. First, we shall see

to what sorts of algebras our construction may lead us. In §4 we found conditions

guaranteeing that 21 be local; our work on this section will be far more trans-

parent, and will deal for the most part with notions such as essential, pervasive, etc.

Second, we shall be interested in bounded derivations. We shall give examples of

such phenomena as nontrivial derivations at one-point parts, and nonlocal deriva-

tions in algebras satisfying reasonably strong local belonging conditions. The

thread which unites these examples to the main body of our work is the con-

struction, which is used to produce many of the examples.

We begin by defining a number of properties which are frequently studied

together. For proofs of some of the unproved assertions below, we refer the

reader to [HS].

Let A be a sup-norm algebra on X. A is maximal on X if A j= C(X), but if when-

ever A' is a sup-norm algebra on X containing A, either A' = A or A' = C(X);

automatically SA = X. A is essential if there is no proper closed subset F of Y

such that A contains every function in C(X) vanishing identically on F; this

property is independent of the choice of boundary Y for A. A is pervasive on Y if

whenever Fis a proper closed subset of X, A\Fis dense in C(F); again, this implies

SA=X. A is analytic on Y if no function of A other than the zero function vanishes

identically on a nonvoid open subset of X. A is antisymmetric if it contains no

nonconstant real-valued functions ; this property is independent of the choice of

boundary Y for A. The following chain of implications is well known: A is maximal

and essential on X^A is a proper pervasive subalgebra of C(X)^A is analytic on

X=>A is an integral domain =>A is antisymmetric =>/4 is essential.

We shall present criteria for 2t to be maximal, essential, etc. Observe that some

of the properties, e.g., being essential, occur virtually all the time while others, e.g.,

being maximal, occur quite rarely. Proofs are easy, and are left to the reader.

Criterion 5.1. With notations as in the discussion preceding Lemma 3.7, except

that / need not be proper, 2Í will be maximal (on S%, of course) precisely when X

consists of a single point and 2 consists of just one element.

Criterion 5.2. With notations as in the beginning of §3, 2Í will be essential if at

least one of the following three conditions holds :

(i) A' is essential,

(ii) A is essential and /={0}.

(iii) B is essential.

Criterion 5.3. With notations as in the beginning of §3, 2Í will be pervasive (on

S<n, of course) precisely when at least one of the following five conditions holds:
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(i) X consists of a single point and B is pervasive.

(ii)  Y consists of a single point and A is pervasive.

(iii)  Y consists of a single point, I=B, and A' is pervasive.

(iv) A = C(X) and B=C(Y).

(v) A' = C(X) and I=B=C(Y).

Criterion 5.4. With notations as in the beginning of §3, 91 will be analytic on

SA' x SB precisely when either

(i) A is analytic on SA-, B is analytic on SB, and T={0}.

(ii) A' is analytic on SA- and B is analytic on SB.

If any of these conditions holds then 91 is analytic on S«.

Similarly, if 9Í is analytic on M% then at least one of the following three con-

ditions holds:

(a) A is analytic on MA, B is analytic on Y, and T={0}.

(b) A is analytic on MA, B is analytic on Y, A' is analytic on X, and {0}#T#T?.

(c) A' is analytic on X, B is analytic on Y, and I=B.

Conversely, (a) or (c) implies that 9Í is analytic on M&.

Criterion 5.5. With notations as in the beginning of §3, if 9t is an integral domain

then either A' and B are integral domains, or A and B are integral domains and

T={0}.

Criterion 5.6. With notations as in the beginning of §3, 91 is antisymmetric

precisely when either A and B are antisymmetric and I^B, or A' and B are

antisymmetric.

Combining these criteria, we obtain the

Proposition 5.7. The algebra 91 constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.16 [resp.,

Theorem 3.17] for the case I^B [resp.,J^R] is always essential and antisymmetric,

and is never maximal or pervasive. It is analytic on Xx G precisely when it is analytic

on ATai; this happens precisely when T={0} [resp., 7={0}], which is precisely when

91 is an integral domain.

The parts in M% may be of some interest, especially in view of recent work by

Garnett [Ga]. We can obtain a wide variety of parts (including disconnected ones)

via our construction. Recall that<p~<p'o\<p—<p'\A,<2 is an equivalence relation on

M¿[G1], and that the equivalence classes are the (Gleason) parts for A.

Proposition 5.8. With notations as in the beginning o/§3, suppose the A and A'

parts relations coincide on X. Then the parts for 91 are precisely the sets P =

(Px x P2) n M% where Px is a part for A in MA and P2 is a part for B in Y.

Corollary 5.9. The set {<p0} x (hull (7) n Yf7 . x Da) is a single part for the

algebra constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.17 for the case J^R.

Proposition 5.10. With notations as in the beginning of §3, let A denote any

cardinal number and assume 91 nas a system of A generators. Then B has a system of

A or fewer generators. IfI^=B then A has a system of N or fewer generators, and if

T^{0} then A' has a system of N or fewer generators.
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Conversely, let Nx, N2, N3, Nt denote cardinal numbers. Assume A has a

system of Nx generators, B has a system of N2 generators, A' is the closed A-

module spanned by 1 and N3 other functions, and I is the closed ideal of B generated

by Nt elements of I. Then 2Í has a system ofNx + N2 + N3Ni or fewer generators.

Proof. The first half is trivial. For the second, let {ani : nx e Nx}, {bn2 : n2 e N2},

{a'n3 : «3 £ N3} and {i%l : ni e Af4} be the four systems of generators described in

the hypotheses. It is easy to see that the union of the systems {ani ® 1 : nx e Nx},

{1 ® bn2 : «a £ Ay, and {a'„3 ® ini : n3 e N3, «4 e NJ generates 21.    D

Corollary 5.11. If A and B are finitely generated, if A' is a finitely generated

closed A-module, and if I is a finitely generated closed ideal in B, then 2Í is finitely

generated.

We are now almost ready to begin the examples. We need one more fact which

will make Proposition 5.10 useful.

Lemma 5.12. Let r be a positive integer, let Dr have coordinates z = (zx,..., zr),

let A' = C(Tr), and let A be the restriction to TT of the functions continuous on Dr

and analytic on Dr. Then there exists g e A' such that A' is the closed A-module

generated by 1 and g.

Proof. First, suppose r= 1 and z=zx. Define A on 7 by A(z) = 2"=i z2"/«! where

the bar denotes complex conjugation. Consideration of the functions m\z2m ~2WA(z)

for m > N shows that z2" is in the closed ,4-module generated by 1 and A, for every

positive integer N.

Next let r be arbitrary and define g by g(zx,..., z,)=h(zx,..., zr) where A is as

above. Then our discussion of A shows that (zx,..., zry2" is in the closed A-

module generated by g, for every positive integer N. It is then easy to complete the

proof with the aid of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem.    □

Let A be a sup-norm algebra, 7 a linear functional on A, <p e MA. L is called a

derivation of A at 99 if 7 satisfies the usual product rule for derivatives : L(fg)

=L(f)-<p(g)+<p(f)-L(g). This is equivalent to annihilating both the constants and

the ideal A%. This suggests considering also functionals which annihilate AD for

some «; if 7 is also continuous, we write 7 e (AD)1 where (AD)1(:zA*.

The most familiar examples come from differentiation of analytic functions.

These derivations are trivially local in the following sense: a linear functional 7

on A is local at 99 e MA if whenever/E A vanishes on a neighborhood of 99 in MA,

it follows that L(f) = 0. Since analytic functions form one of the models for sup-

norm algebra theory, the next obvious question is, when can we guarantee that a

derivation be local ?

It has been known at least since the appearance of Eva Kallin's famous example

[K] that continuous nonlocal derivations may exist. On the other hand, the results

of [SI] show that the hypothesis of unique representing measures precludes the

possibility of continuous nonlocal derivations.
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It is suggestive that the first nonlocal derivation occurs in the first nonlocal

algebra, and an obvious conjecture arises. The conjecture is rendered plausible

by the fact that both uses of the term "local" stipulate that all the information

one wants can be obtained by looking at small open sets. Nonetheless, as we shall

see in Examples 5.13 through 5.15 below, the conjecture is false even under very

strong hypotheses.

Example 5.13. Let « be an integer greater than 1. A and A' will be as in the

discussion preceding Theorem 3.16, i.e., A' = C(T2) and A is a Dirichlet algebra on

X=T2 having a one-point part <p0 off X=SA. B will be the disc algebra on Z=T>

(with coordinate z) and I will be the closed ideal in B generated by zn (that is, I

consists of those functions in B which vanish at 0 along with their first n — 1

derivatives). 91 is just the algebra constructed in proving Theorem 3.17 for the

case r= 1, 7 the ideal of C[XX] generated by XI. Therefore (9I«)-/(9I« + 1)- is one-

dimensional if 0Sq<n, and (91«)" = (91«+1)~ if q^n. By Theorem 4.6, 91 is local

(on M<n). By Criterion 5.6 91 is antisymmetric, hence essential.

Since hull (/)={0}, Corollary 5.9 implies that <p is a one-point part for 91. Since

there is a nonzero bounded derivation of 91 at <p because 91«, / (912,) ", we see that

just about the weakest imaginable converse to a recent result of Andrew Browder

is false. Browder shows [B] that if <p is not isolated in MA in the A* norm topology,

then <p supports a (not necessarily continuous) nontrivial derivation of A.

The function 1 ® z is in 9t and vanishes on the neighborhood MA x {0} of <p

in M«, but Lemma 3.12 implies it is not in (9Í2,)- ; hence there is a nonlocal bounded

derivation of 91 at <p.

The function 1 ® zk provides a generator for (9Í¿)~/(9Í¿+1)~ for ISkSn-l.

Example 5.14. Let X=T, A' = C(X), A the restriction to X of the disc algebra.

Let B be the disc algebra on Z=D, let T be the closed ideal of B generated by z2,

let <po = 0 g D = MA, and <p = (<p0, 0) e AT« where 91 is constructed in the usual way.

By Proposition 4.5, 9Í is local (on Afgt). Criterion 5.6 says 91 is antisymmetric.

Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.12 show that 91 is generated by only three functions.

By Lemma 3.12 (3IJ)- ̂ (9IS+1)" for all «.

The function 1 ® z is in 9Í and vanishes on the neighborhood MA x {0} of <p in

AT«, but Lemma 3.12 implies 1 ®z<£(912,)~. Thus <p supports a nonlocal con-

tinuous derivation of 91.

This example was called to the author's attention by Professor A. M. Gleason,

and it led the author to the construction in §3.

Note that if we let I be generated by z rather than z2, the resulting algebra 9t is

a familiar Dirichlet algebra on T2 [Wl, p. 69], and the same argument shows that

it is triply generated, a fact which may be of independent interest.

Example 5.15. Let m> 1 be an integer, let A'=bdryc»' (Dm), let A' = C(X) and

let A be the polydisc algebra on Dm restricted to X, so SA = Tm and MA = Dm. It is

not difficult to show that A is holomorphically closed on X.

Let B be the disc algebra on Z=D, let I be the closed ideal of B generated by z2,
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let 990 = 0 £ Dm = MA, and let 99=(990, 0) £ M« where 21 is constructed in the usual

way. By Proposition 4.5, 21 is holomorphically closed (on M<n). Criterion 5.6 says

21 is antisymmetric. From Lemma 3.12 we see that (21J)~ #(2fS+1)~ for all «.

As usual, the function 1 ® z is in 2Í and vanishes on the neighborhood MA x {0}

of 99 in A/«, but 1 ® z £ (2Í2,)-, so a nonlocal continuous derivation of 2Í at 99

exists. Thus even holomorphic closure of 21—as strong a local belonging property

as one could wish—need not guarantee localness of derivations.

Example 5.16. Let X, A, A' and 9>0 be as in Example 5.13. Let Z=FIn=i Dn

where Dn is a closed disc with coordinate zn, let B=P(Z), and let / be the closed

ideal of B generated by the functions {z" : « = 1,2,...}. Then hull (7)={0} and 7

is a homogeneous ideal in B (in our nonalgebraic sense of the word "homo-

geneous"). Construct 21 as usual, so (Criterion 5.6) 21 is antisymmetric, and let

99 = (990, 0) £ M%, so (Proposition 5.8) 99 is a one-point part for 2t.

Corollary 3.10 can be used to see that 1 ® z¡¡, + 1 <£ (2fJ+1)~ while of course

1 ® zl+xe%D- Fhus (2IS)-^(2iS+1)" for all «, although 99 is a one-point part.

Note also that 1 ® z2 vanishes on the neighborhood MA x {0} of 99 in My. but

1 ® z2 i (2Í2,)", hence there is a nonlocal continuous derivation of 2Í at 99.

Close inspection will reveal that the nonlocal derivations we have been pro-

ducing are local somewhere on M«, though not at the point 99 under consideration.

For example, the nonlocal derivation indicated in Example 5.13 is actually local

at every point of XxZ. We now indicate how to construct nowhere local

derivations.

Example 5.17. For 7"= 1, 2 let A¡ be a sup-norm algebra on Xj = MAj and let

L, be a continuous nonlocal derivation of <pj e X¡. Let X denote the union of Xx

and X2, disjoint except for the identification of <px with 992 ; let 99 denote this common

point of X. Let A = {fe C(X) : f\X¡ e A, for7= 1, 2}. Then MA = X.

Define 7 by L(f)=Lx(f\Xx)+L2(f\X2). 7 is then a bounded derivation of A at

99 which is local at no point of X.

Many properties of interest which Ax and A2 may have carry over to A, e.g.,

localness, holomorphic closure, antisymmetry, essentiality. If 99! and 9>2 are one-

point parts, so is 99. Thus combining our previous examples, one can construct

nowhere local continuous point derivations in algebras satisfying all sorts of decent

conditions.

All of our examples so far have utilized analytic structures in the maximal ideal

space, even if the analytic structure has not been at the point in question. We close

by using a "Swiss cheese" algebra to point out that even with no analytic structure

anywhere in MA, it is possible to have (AD)~ ¥=(AD+1)~ for all «.

Example 5.18. Let {Dk : ¿ = 1, 2,...} be a sequence of mutually disjoint discs

(with centers bk and radii rk) contained in D0, the open unit disc in C. Assume

2™=i rk<oo and let X=D0-\Jk=x Dk, a compact set in the plane. Let A denote

the uniform closure on X of the rational functions whose poles lie off X. A is a

sup-norm algebra on X, and MA = X (see [Wl, p. 77]).
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It is possible to choose the Dk so that U?=i Ac is dense in D0 and does not

contain 0, and so that 2™=i rkl(\bk\ —rk)m<oo for m=0, 1, 2,.... Then X has no

planar interior, so MA has no analytic structure of any kind. Let <p g Ma be evalua-

tion at 0.

Let Tk be the circle bounding Dk. p will be the complex Borel measure on X

supported by U?=o Tk and given by dp(z) = dz\2iriz on 70 and dp(z)= —dzßmz on

Tk, k>0. For m=0, 1, 2,... let dpm(z) = z~m dp(z). pm is a complex measure; in

fact,
CO

llft.ll = 1+2 rkl(\b«\-rk)m + 1 <co.
k = l

It is easy to show that pm annihilates A9 + 1. However, clearly zm e A9 but

f zm dpm(z) = s dp(z) = l. Thus (/4™)" ̂L42+rT for all m.

Wermer [W2] has apparently proved two interesting facts along these lines.

First, if 2?=i rf I log rk\ <oo then there exists a nontrivial bounded derivation at

almost every point of X. Second, and of great interest, is the fact that the Dk may

be chosen in such a manner that there exists no bounded derivation of A at any

point of A.
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